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Case Number: S1508000210 
 
 
Release Date: 01/21/2016 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue: RA3, RA4 Radio Display Screen Locks Blank Or Black    

 
Discussion:  
Some RA3 and RA4 radios built before June 23, 2014 are suspect for an internal hardware lock up that 
would exhibit a blank screen symptom. 
  
If the radio’s Julian date code is BEFORE Julian date code 1744 AND the radio exhibits the symptom, 
replace the radio.  
 
If the radio’s Julian date code is GREATER THAN or EQUAL to Julian date code 1744, more 
information is needed. Contact STAR and open a ticket as needed for further diagnosis.  The STAR agent 
will direct the technician on the next steps, which may include pulling internal logs from the radio or 
answering questions such as: 
 
Case Ticket should include case details “RA3, RA4 Radios Blank Screen” 
 

o What radio mode was the customer in when it locked up?   
o Radio SW level 
o Is audio still present? 

 
How to Perform the “Julian Date Check”  
 
RA3 & RA4 Radio build date can be determined from the radio serial number Julian date code- TEB00 
1633 70001 (e.g. June 12th is the163 day of 2013). You can determine this without removing the radio.  
 
This date is the 4 characters in the serial number formatted as TEB00DDDYPSSSS.  
The next digit after the Julian date is the plant code (7 = Queretaro)  
The last 4 digits are the unique sequence number for that day’s build  
 
 
Below is the procedure to check the Julian date from the RA3/RA4 radio:  
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1.) Simultaneously press the Up/Down Temperature and Front Defrost keys, located underneath the 

touch screen on the switch bank.  Dealer Mode will appear on the Touch Screen. 

 

 
 

2.) Select System Information  Radio Part Information 

 

 
 

3.) The Serial number will appear.  
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4.) The Julian date will be the four characters noted in red in  
 

TEB00 DDDY PSSSS.  
 

 
 

 
 
 


